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inhaled sedation of ICU patients [3,4].
While volatile anesthetics have no analgesic proprieties by them-
1. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic has induced a massive influx of patients
within the intensive care units (ICU). The mean characteristic of these
patients was the occurrence of a severe acute respiratory distress syn-
drome (ARDS) requiring mechanical ventilation and prolonged deep
sedation.

In ARDS patients with Covid-19, deep sedation using a combination
of hypnotic and analgesic agents allows better adaptation to the ventila-
tor, reduces ventilator asynchronies and oxygen consumption, ensures
a better comfort and pain control for the patients. Midazolam and/or
Propofol are the more frequently used hypnotic agents, and Sufentanyl
the analgesic agent. Neuromuscular blocking has been recommended at
the early phase of ARDS, for an ideal maximal 48-h duration and a daily
reassessment of its benefits.

During Covid-19 pandemic, ICU equipment (personal protective
equipments, ventilators, pumps…) has become a problem [1,2].
Another major concern was to ensure access to mandatory anesthetics
drugs medications, or neuromuscular blockade agents. In response to
such shortages, we decided to diversify our sedative agents panel and
thus to use volatile agents using the AnaConda (Sedana, Danderyd,
Sweden) as a first line therapy in replacement of all hypnotic agents.
The nurse-driven sedation protocol enabled to modify other sedative
agents posology (analgesics and paralyzing agents) according to a
predetermined goal (RASS, Ramsay and TOF) (e-Supplementary;
Appendix 1).

2. Results

Eleven endotracheally intubated and ventilated patients (age =
58.1 ± 12.4 yr., sex ratio = 4.5; SpO2/FIO2 = 204 ± 93) sedated by
a combination of benzodiazepin and opioids for a median duration
of 82-h (Midazolam = 6.4 ± 1.4 mg/h; Sufentanyl = 17.3 ± 5.0
gamma/h), all nine receiving paralyzing agents for a median duration
of 6-h, were switched to volatile anesthetics (e-Supplementary; Ap-
pendix 2). Two patients were also receiving additional Propofol infu-
sions. No significant Cisatracurium consumption decrease was
observed (4.9 ± 7.3 vs. 2.7 ± 1.5 mg/h; p = 0.28), but a significant
Sufentanyl consumption decrease (17.3 ± 5.0 vs. 10.6 ±
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcrc.2020.09.009
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4.0 gamma/h; p = 0.005) was also associated to volatile anesthetics
introduction, while the same sedation goal was reached (Fig. 1).
3. Discussion

Volatile sedative agent through dedicated devices is an efficient al-
ternative to conventional intravenous sedation within the ICU. Despite,
this kind of sedationwas not commonly used in critically patient's long-
term sedation. Previous studies have shown the efficacy and safety for

selves, we observed a Sufentanyl consumption decrease when
Isoflurane was used. Sedation and analgesic goals were respectively
evaluated with RASS and BPS. Dosing of anesthetics or analgesic agent
was adjusted on achieving sedation goals previously fixed. Mesnil
et al., have shown sedated patients under Sevofluranewere less restless
and aggressive, as comparedwith sedated patients underMidazolam or
Propofol. Moreover, last pain score measuring after sedation discontin-
uation and intravenous morphine consumption was lower in the
Sevoflurane group [5]. Neurologic manifestations, as agitation, were de-
scribed in severe Covid-19 infection [6]. The hypothesis of inhaled seda-
tion allowing better control of these symptoms could therefore explain,
at least in part, the decrease in opioid consumption that was observed.
Inhaled sevoflurane sedation allows to decrease wake-up and
extubation time [5] and to improve oxygenation in case of ARDS [6].

Other potential benefits of inhaled sedative agents such as anti-
inflammatory effects, pulmonary vascular dilatation, marker of epithe-
lial injury decrease should be mentioned, especially in ARDS patients
[6,7]. Several side effects should also be mentioned. First, fluoride ions
which are inhaled sedation metabolites can generate renal failure
while new generations of volatile agent undergo low levels of metabo-
lism. A recent study has shown that the use of Sevoflurane was not as-
sociated with increase fluoride ions serum levels [4]. Second, the use
of volatile agents needs to incorporate mini-vaporizers on the respira-
tory circuit,whichmay increase the instrumental dead space and gener-
ate carbon dioxide re-breathing, especially with low-tidal volume
ventilation. The use of fifty milliliters devices (conventional heat and
moisture exchanger filter dead space) enables to limit such effect. In
the ARDS study by Jabaudon et al., no significant hypercapnic acidosis
were observed. Third, malignant hyperthermia is a rare, but severe ad-
verse event that may be observedwhile using volatile anesthetics in ge-
netically susceptible individuals.

Two randomized controlled trials will start soon, SESAR study
(NCT04235608) and INASED study (NCT04341350). Both will compare
volatile anesthetics with intravenous sedation using Propofol. The
SESAR study (NCT04235608) aims to exhibit a difference in terms of re-
spectively composite criteria includedmortality and ventilator free days
in ARDS patients while using Sevoflurane. The INASED study
(NCT04341350) aims to depict a benefit in terms of delirium incidence
while using Isoflurane.
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Fig. 1. Sufentanyl consumption before and after volatile anesthetics introduction. The
figure displays the Box-and-whisker plot of the sufentanyl consumption, before and
after volatile anesthetics introduction while keeking the same sedation goal. Central
grey box represents the values from the lower to upper quartile (25 to 75 percentile).
The middle line represents the median. The horizontal line extends from the minimum
to the maximal value, excluding outside and far out values. A P value equal or below
0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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4. Conclusion

Our experience illustrates the fact that it may also provide some
valuable help when facing sedative agents shortages while opening
the panel of drugs to be used, combined with the potentiality to de-
crease opioids consumption.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jcrc.2020.09.009.
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